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Abstract: This article describes an adaptation of the computer fire code ASET-B to Windows

environment. New program is a BORLAND DELPHI language version of the original code. Working in
Windows environment this code is more clear and simple in service in relation to the original one. The

select mechanisms of heat transfer by radiation were implemented in the model. An analysis of wall and
ceiling flows points to the significant role of these streams in the complete mass transfer in a room. The

calculations of mass and heat transfer effects allow to more full description of fire phenomena in
compartment fires in relation to the original program.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, increasing attention has been given

to the development and use of many mathematical
models and associated computer codes for predicting

the thermal conditions of enclosure fires . These have[1-3]

been used as part of a fire protection analysis by

engineers, architects for building design, investigators
for post - fire analysis, fire researchers, etc.

So called mathematical fire models can be
classified as either probabilistic or deterministic models.

Both types of models are valuable in understanding fire
and in describing processes of this phenomenon.

Probabilistic ones are connected with the random
nature of fire environment. Deterministic fire models

assume that a physical behaviour of fire is entirely
determined and can range from simple experimental

correlations of data to highly complex using mainframe
computers. The most complex models (so called field

models) include many processes (physical and
chemical) which are modeled in great detail.

This kind of deterministic models is a fluid
mechanical model of turbulent flow which uses

computational fluid dynamics procedure (CFD). The
temperature, gas velocity, and concentrations of

combustion products are calculated as two or three -
dimensional fields.

The enclosure is descretized into thousands of
computational cells, and the fire parameters

(temperatures, velocities and concentrations) are found
for each of the cells.

The second kind of fire models are zone models.

Because of its simplicity are widely used in fire
protection engineering. The simplifications inherent in

zone models are connected with assumptions that the
fire environment can be approximated by several

separate zones (layers). A lot of measurements and
observations of the compartment fires justify this point

of view.
The beginning of zone modeling philosophy

emerged in the mid - 1970’s. The scientific efforts of
Quintiere, Pape and Waterman, Mitler and Emmons

gave the several computer models based on zone model
approach .[1]

First models were constracted for a single room
and then have extended to computer codes that can

simulate the fire in a system of interconnected
compartments, using a large number of fire phenomena.

Nowdays numerous computer codes exist based on the
zone model approach. In recent comprehensive survey

Olenick and Carpenter  have been introduced a large[4 ]

number of zone computer models for fire and smoke,

in use around the world.
In general zone - type computer models focuses

attention on phenomena of fire growth and on set of
hazardous conditions in a room of fire origin  and in[5-7]

the multiple rooms .[8-9]

Zone - type fire model model assumes that the

compartment may be idealized as consisting of two
regions: an upper region, filled with hot combustion

gases, and a lower region filled with essentially cool
air. Both layers are homogeneous. Each region or zone 
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is idealized to have uniform temperatures and gas
concentrations but can vary with time. The plane
dividing the two zones is the hot layer interface that
may move vertically during a fire.

The zone fire code solves the conservation
equations for each of the layers giving the key
conditions as a function of time.

The gas within the zones is treated as an ideal gas
with a constant molecular weight and constant specific
heats cp and cv. Combustion zone in the enclosure is
assumed as a point source of mass and energy or the
extent of the combustion zone is obtained using the
flame spread model. The flame height can be computed
along with the velocity and temperature distributions in
an axisymmetric fire plume.The natural convection,
entrainment processes and mixing effects are reasons of
exchange of mass at free boundaries of zones and
layers.

The time required to transport mass vertically (in
the fire plume) or horizontally (as a underceiling layer)
in the compartment is neglected. The heat is considered
lost to the boundary surfaces of the enclosure, but not
to the contents. The pressure in the enclosure (the
compartment usually) is considered uniform. The
flowing air into the fire plume is due to turbulent
entrainment as a result of buoyancy. Fluid frictional
effects at solid boundaries are ignored in the current
models.

The assumes mentioned above are characteristic for
the clasical zonal methodology which do not take
under consideration some significant phenomena such
as vent flames, transient flow in corridors, and shaft
flows. Additional processes unembedded in zone
models are: the wall flows and the feedback energy as
a radiant heat fluxes from the flames and the hot upper
layer to the materials. So far, the both phenomena has
not been included in any existing zone fire models.

The wall flows are important in the analysis of
smoke and heat transport in the compartments but
require more experimental data and new strategies to
enable them to be included into a zone model. Because
of it some calculations of mass flow rate of wall flow
and rate of convected energy in the boundary layer
(convective heat transfer in a system gas - wall) can be
done to show the role of this stream in the complete
mass and heat transfer in a room.

The feedback energy are significant for fire growth
into the compartment with fire source and has a great
influence on the onset of flashover. Information about
its rate of growth needs to be computed.

This article describes an adaptation of the
computer two - zone model ASET-B which provide
first - order estimates of fire processes in enclosures
model ASET-B to Windows environment. The
procedure which calculate the feedback energy to the
main routine of modified program has been added.

Additionally subroutine describing ceiling jet flow
for time dependent fires is the part of modyfied ASET-

B program. Subroutine to calculate wall flows and its
influence on the average temperature and the height of
the hot layer is now carrying into effect.

An Adaptation and Extension of Program Aset-B:
The computer program ASET-B developed in American
National Standards Institute and wrote in BASIC to[1 0-12] 

Windows environment was adapted  and extended[13]

with some detailed mass and heat transfer mechanisms.
ASET-B is a 100 line BASIC based on the original
ASET mathematical model written in FORTRAN.
Original code ASET-B is a program for calculating the
temperature and position of the hot upper layer in a
single closed room.

The required program inputs are a heat loss
fraction, the height of fire, the room ceiling height, the
room floor, the maximum time for the simulation, and
the rate of heat release of the fire. The unknown the
height of the hot layer interface above the fire and the
average temperature of the hot layer are determined by
using conservation of mass and energy with equations
describing the plume. It was developed to provide
estimates of the Available Safe Egress Time (ASET)
which is defined as the time period between fire
detection alarm and the onset of live safety hazard.

Obtained after being adapted the program is more
clear and more simple in service in relation to the
original one. Details of adaptation and testing results in
the previous paper were described . It is similar to[13]

the ASET-C routine which is the part of the ASMET
program  giving the same results of simulations.[14]

ASET solves the differental equations for the
temperature and the position of the hot layer using the
forth - order Runge - Kutta method with variable time
step. The Euler’s method used in this programme
requires substantially fewer calculations resulting in
ASET-B adapted code which is running faster than
ASET. Improvement of ASET-B is connected with the
fact that the model basically involves additionally the
following zones: the layer of the hot gasses flowing
under ceiling and wall flows.

Testing an computer program ASET-B after the
adaptation to Windows environment have been carried
out. A conformity of results of calculations to value
was received according to the original version of
program . The slight difference of value of the[1 1 ]

temperature of the hot layer of the row of the tenth
parts of the per cent results from differences in action
of compilers of the BASIC and the package DELPHI.

The high of the flame, the temperature from
different positions directly above the flame produced by
burning materials, the ceiling jet properties (velocity,
temperature), the wall jet parameters (mass flow rate)
and radiation heat transfer (the flame - a target fuel
and the upper hot layer - a target fuel) where
calculated.

An experimental results of heat release rate as the
input data were used .[15]
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The model calculate the response time of heat
detectors and sprinklers installed below ceilings for the
steady fires release rate history, in small rooms and in
large spaces compartments as well. The calculations of
these effects allow to more full description of fire
phenomena in compartment fires in relation to the
original program.

Ceiling Jet Flows: Impingement of the fire plume on
a ceiling results in a got gases flow beneath the ceiling
surface . Figure 1 shows an idealization of the[16,17]

ceiling jet flow near an unconfined ceiling.

Fig. 1: Ceiling jet flow under an unconfined
ceiling .     (HRR) - total heat release rate,[17]

H - ceiling height above source, r - radiant
distance to the heat detector.

The hot gases flowing across the ceiling radially

from the region of plume impingement, grows thicker

by entraining surrounding air at the lower boundary.

The region of jet flow adjacent to the ceiling

surface is cooled by heat transfer. These two cooling

effects reduces the flow temperature and velocity. Its

thickness is 5 to 12 percent of the ceiling to fire

source distance. The maximum temperature and

velocity within the ceiling jet flow occurs a distance

below the ceiling of no more than 1 percent of total

ceiling height. Such information are essential for the

users to calculate the response time of heat detectors

and sprinklers installed below ceilings in the

compartments.

For time dependent fires, Alpert correlations  for[18]

the constant heat release rate can be used replaced 

by an appropriate time dependent        A

“quasisteady” flow has been assumed. This assumption

is reasonable under conditions slowly growing fires in

the relatively small rooms.

For unsteady fires describedas increasing

proportionally with this square of time: 

(3)

where for fast growing fires, the constant of fire

growth á$ 0.05 [kW/s ].2

For fast growing fire the resulting dimensionless

correlations for maximum temperatures and velocities

can be used :[17]

     (4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

  (8)

(9)

       (10)

       (11)

where

it - time [s], t  - the ignition reference time [s], t* - the

2non dimensional time [-], ÄT * - the non dimensional

mceiling jet temperature [-], ÄT  - the maximum

1temperature rise [K], T  - the upper hot layer

mtemperature [K], T  - the maximum gas temperature in

2 0ceiling jet [K], T  - the floor temperature [K], T  - the

moperation temperature of heat detector [K], U  - the

2maximum gas velocity in ceiling jet [m/s], U * - the

non dimensional ceiling jet velocity [-], á - the fire

grwth parameter for t  fires [kW/s ], H - the ceiling2 2

height above fire source [m], r - the radial distance

[m].

In the Table 1 values of maximum temperature

m mrises ÄT  and velocities U  obtained from set of

equations  (4) - (11) for  different     and r values are 

shown  using  the  analytic  formula  for  the time 

dependent   heat   release  rate  for  foam  sofa  

= 0.1736 (t-80) H = 5 m.2,[17], 
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Table 1: Examples of temperature and velocity of ceiling jet calculations for unsteady fire.

   =1000 kW    =1500 kW     =2500 kW

r =2 m ÄTm=67.3 K ÄTm=92.9 K ÄTm=137.7 K

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Um= 3.52 m/s Um= 4.14 m/s Um= 5.04 m/s

r=4 m ÄTm=39.2 K ÄTm=55.4 K ÄTm=83.5 K

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Um=1.74 m/s Um=2.06 m/s Um=2.54 m/s

The sprinkler or heat - detector actuation time

required to heat sensing element of device from room

temperature to operation temperature for steady fire can

be calculated as :[18]

       (12)

where

RTI is the response - time index (for sprinklers

average value of RTI is 200 m s ) - a measure of the1/2 1/2   

0speed of heating sensing elements, T  - the operation

mtemperature of heat detector 347 K, T  - the maximum

mgas temperature in ceiling jet [K], U  - the maximum

4gas velocity in ceiling jet [m/s], T  - the ambient

temperature [K].

Maximum gas temperature Tm and maximum gas

mvelocity in ceiling jet U  - should be calculated from

Alpert’s equations for steady fires . For this kind of[18]

0the  sprinkler the time to operation t  in response to

the     =  600 kW  fire,  r = 2m,  H = 5 m,  can be 

mcalculated from equation (12). Obtained T  = 382.3 K,

mU  = 1.52 m/s than the time to operation of the

0sprinkler is t  = 151 s.

Subroutine describing ceiling jet flow calculations

is the part of modyfied ASET-B program.

Wall Flows: At the early stages of a room fire the

temperature difference between the hot gas and the

cool adjacent wall due to convective and radiative heat

transfer. The upper hot layer generates a downward

flow adjacent to the cool region of the wall.

A buoyancy - induced flow lead to additional

mixing upper and lower gas layers. At a later stages of

the fire the lower region of the wall heats and upward

flow can be induced in the cool lower layer. These

opposite wall flows may play an important part in the

mass and heat transfer between two different zones .[19]

Fig. 2: Wall flows at the early stages of a room fire. 

   -total  heat   release rate, z - height above

burning fuel fire source,      -mass flow rate

of  plume, u - velocity profile,     -mass flow

.rate of wall flow [19]

The vertical velocity and the temperature

distribution in the boundary layer may be determined

for laminar and turbulent flows from similarity

analysis. The mass flow rate of wall flow,     rate of

convected energy     in the boundary layer (convective

heat transfer in a system gas - wall) can be

determined .[19]

For laminar flow the velocity and temperature

distributions are:

       (13)

       (14)

where

parameters U and ä (the bundary layer thickness)

are functions of the height, z.
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4T - the hot gas temperature for given y[K], T  -

wthe ambient temperature [K], T  - the wall temperature
[K].

Solving of governing equations for U and ä,
assuming the Boussinesq approximation (is quite

wsatisfactory for the temperature differences T  T4 ), we
can obtain:

       (15)

    (16)

where

Pr - the Prandtl number [-], Pr =í /áí , - the fluid

kinematic viscosity [m /s], á - the thermal diffusivity2

w 4[m /s], ÄT = T  - T  [K], g - the acceleration due to2

gravity [m /s],â - the coefficient of thermal expansion2

(â = 1 / K) [K ].-1

For turbulent flow, the expressions for parameters
U andä can be obtained similarly . The mass flow[19]

rate     in the boundary layer can be expressed as:

                   for laminar flow, Gr 10 ,        (17)9

                     for turbulent flow, Gr 109     (18)

where

P - the horizontal perimeter of the room minus the

door width [m],ñ is the gas density [kg/m ], Gr - the3

Grashof number [-].

The Grashof number Gr is given by:

                 (19)

The wall flows not only transport mass across the

interface between the upper hot layer and the cold

lower layer, but also lead to an energy transport. The

energy transfer for a two - layer system is given by:

                              for laminar flow      (20)

                               for turbulent flow    (21)

where

pc  is the fluid specific heat at constant pressure

w.l g,l[J/kgK], T , T  are the uniform average wall

temperature of a lower region of an enclosure and the

uniform average gas temperature of a lower region [K].

w.l g,lAssuming ÄT = T  - T  = 60 °C and the

horizontal perimeter of an enclosure P = 17,9 m, the

calculations  of  the  mass  flow rate in the wall flow

    and the energy transfer     as a functions of level

of fire source z for two kinds of flows have been

carried out. The results of calculation from equations

(17) - (21) are shown in Table 2.

The data from Table 2 determine the relative

importance of the wall flows in the room with a fire in

relation to the corresponding flow rate in either a fire

flume      or  through  the  opening of the enclosure

 .   The calculations has been pointined at it, that the

wall flow     constitutes the 34 % and 63 % of flow

rate through the opening of the enclosure     for

laminar and turbulent flow respectively (for z = 1 m).

These wall flows constitute 35 % and 65 % of the

mass flow rate of turbulent plume      (for z = 1 m).

In both kinds of flows,     /      are increased together

with decreasing of the height of the lower boundary of

the hot layer, achieving similar values of     and    

for z = 0,5m.    is greatcher for the turbulent flow

what works of different researchers are confirming .[19]

Subroutine to calculate wall flows and its influence

on the average temperature and the height of the hot

layer is now carrying into effect.

Radiant Heat Fluxes from the Flames and the Hot

Upper Layer: It is of interest to calculate the radiation

emitted from the flames to a target fuel situated some

distance from the fire and the heat flux emitted from

the hot upper layer to a fuel to determine if ignition of

remaining material is likely.

The radiation heat transfer (the flames - a target

fuel) was calculated used the equation :[22]

       (22)

where

    - the radiant heat flux from the flames [kW/m ],2

    (HRR) -  the  total  heat  release  rate [kW], L -

the height  of  flame  [m],  d -  the  maximum

distance  to   target   fuel   in  the  room  assumed 

to  be  3.2  m,   cosè - the  geometrical  factor,è - an

angle  between  the  surface
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Table 2: Examples  of  the  m ass  flow  rate  of  turbulent  plume      the air  entrainment  into  the  compartment  through  the opening
     the wall flows      and the energy transfer    calculations for different levels of fire source z.

Z M ass flow

[kg/s] [kg/s] [kg/s] [m] [kW]

0.119 0.089 0.5 2.1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.412 0.424 0.143 1 3.4 laminar
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.858 0.215 1.5 5.1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.233 0.250 2 6.0

0.119 0.107 0.5 2.6
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.4 12 0.424 0.268 1 6.4 turbulent
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.858 0.429 1.5 10.3
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.233 0.555 2 13.3

,     the mass flow rate of turbulent plume was calculated from Zukoski’s equation[20, 21]
     the air entrainment into the compartment through the opening (1.83 m x 0.84 m). Heat release of fire source in the compartment

.    = 63.2 kW [19]

Fig. 3: Simple model of radiation heat transfer in the
compartment.

of the receiver and the line receiver - point source on
the flame axis at a 0.5 height above the fuel surface.

The radiation heat transfer (the upper hot layer
- a target fuel) was calculated used the expression:

   (23)

where

               (24)

-   the radiant heat flux from the upper layer [kW/m ],2

  -the emissivity of upper hot layer [-],  - the
emissivity of floor [-], ä - the Stefan - Boltzmann

1constant equal to 5.710  [W/m K ], T  - the upper hot-8 2 4

2layer temperature [K], T  - the floor temperature [K],

   l 4 V
= )))), V - the volume of upper hot layer [m ], 3

    F

1 2F = F  = F  - the surface of the lower boundary of

1 2the hot layer equal to the ceilling F  and the floor F
surfaces [m ], k - the extiction coefficient equal to 1.22

[m ] for smoke from polistyrene .-1  [22]

 - the configuration factor was determined for

two parallel rectangles :[23]

 (25)

where
Y - the height of the lower boundary of the hot

layer [m], a - the length of the room [m], b - the
width of the room [m].

Both subroutines which calculate radiant heat flux
from the flames and from the hot upper layer to the
main routine of modified ASET-B has been added.

Model Calculations: The inputs data were: a heat loss
fraction, the height of the flame, the room ceiling
height, the room floor are, the maximum time for the
simulation and the rate of heat release of the fire.
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The program outputs were: the temperature,

thickness of the hot smoke layer, heat fluxes (the flame

- a target fuel and the upper hot smoke layer - a target

fuel), all as a functions of time. The results can be

presented using the graphics commands and as a

tabular output.

Calculations for fire of ten different fuel beds

(mattress, furniture and furnitured rooms) were carried

out En example of heat release rate as a function of[13]. 

time for the bed fire is shown in Figure 4. The fire

origin in the middle of the room (width 4.57 m x

length 4.57 m x height 2.74 m) was placed. The

fraction of heat loss by radiation from the combustion

zone and plume was 0.2. Variation of temperature and

the height of the hot layer for the bed fire are

presented in Figure 5.

crFor Cooper’s critical conditions, Y  = 0.91 m and

cr detT  = 183 °C and the detection criterion Y  = 2.7 m[10] 

detand T  = 347 K, Available Safe Egress Time was: for

the height of the lower boundary of the hot layer 170s,

for the temperature of the hot layer 225 s. The

difference between both available safety egress time is

connected with a slow increase of temperature to 50 °C

and the detection criterion.

Figure 6 shows that the heat flux from the hot

upper layer (feedback energy) plays the main role in

the pre - flashoover fire in the temperature region 573K

- 673 K. It is in conformity with .[25, 26]

Conclusions: The computer model described above the

focuses attention on phenomena which developed

between the time of fire ignition and the onset of

hazardous conditions then is connected with live safety

considerations. This allows the use of the simple hot

smoke filling process to describe the fire - generated

environment in a compartment.

This model involve the basic conservation

equations, submodels describing the particular

phenomena included, and the mathematical algorithm

for solution. Because of its relative simplicity can be

versatile in accommodating new phenomena, even if

they appear inconsistent with the uniform property

layer assumption.

The computer a BORLAND DELPHI language

version model of ASET-B working in Windows

environment is more clear and simple in service in

relation to the original program. It is similar to the

ASET-C routine which is part of the ASMET

program . Extension of this model with some[14]

additional zones with chosen mass and heat transfer

mechanisms allow to more full description of fire

phenomena in a compartment.

The heat transfer mechanisms described above

delivers information about feedback energy playing the

main  role  in  the  first  phase  of  the  fire and in

the onset of flashover. Assuming radiant heat flux

criterion  - 20 kW/m  on the floor lever, the time to2

flashover can be determined.

Fig. 4: Heat Release Rate as a function of time for the bed fire .[24]

An analyses of calculations of wall and ceiling

flows for both steady and t2 fire growth points to

significant parts of these streams in the complete mass

transfer in a room. For the early stages of a fire the

response  time  of  heat  detectors  and sprinklers for 

assumed position and the compartment height can be
calculated.

Despite of field modelling development, because
of the solution of many practical fire ingineering
protection problems, the zonal methodolygy will often
be preferred, since it is cheaper and easier to use.
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1Fig. 5: Variation of the upper hot layer temperature T  and the height of the lower boundary of the hot layer Y
with time for the bed fire.

1 2Fig. 6: Variation of radiant heat flux from the flames q  and from the hot upper layer q  with time for the bed
fire. Obtained from equations (22) - (25).
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